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Abstract 

 
The delta modulation technique permits an accurate of an arbitrary reference. Spectrum of the current going 

through an inductive load shows a very low THD. Moreover, notches are located around the sample frequency 

multiples, which is of interest for converters without output low-pass filter. In this paper, we demonstrate that the 

delta modulator structure can be easily implemented when regulating the converter output current going through 

an inductive load. Then, we propose a mean for computing the load current spectrum using the Laplace and 

Fourier transforms. 
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 الخالصة
 

من المقدار والتردد  البؤر الورقية عمى الهندسة الالكمية الجديدة في مصدر الفولطية عالي لنمط النبض الناتج المتغير ويعرض تعديل مستقل
ن تكون والتكرار والمدة والنبض والتقاطب . المرحمة الكهربائية لمحول المستوى المتعدد تشمل ثمانية مصادر أحادية القطب الفردية التي يمكن ا

 عالية جدا .  du/dt  مرتِبطة إعتباطيا في السمسمة لمحصول عمى نبض فولطية الناتج المطموب لعدة أمبيرات ومع
 
 منقول مزودات القوة .  -، السيطرة ، االدوات ، محوالت قوة الذبذبة العالي، محوالت مستوى متعدد نمط   DCمزودات قوة  : لكممات الدالةا

 

Introduction 

The non-linear modulations are commonly used for controlling converters with extremely low 

power losses in comparison with the linear amplifiers. However, the signals, regulated by 

these commonly  used pulse width modulation techniques [1], present a total harmonic 

distortion, which is relatively high. Nevertheless, the delta and delta-sigma modulations can 

be used for converter control [2][3] because these techniques present the characteristic to 

allow a harmonic distortion extremely low. 

Using the following figure (fig.1), we illustrate that a delta modulator structure can be easily 

implemented for controlling the output current of a power converter. 
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Fig.1 : Principle of the investigated current regulation. 

Indeed, the output current goes through an inductive load (R,L), which acts as  a first order 

filter [4]. Thus, in this paper, we demonstrate that such a synoptic matches with a structure 

involving a delta modulator [5], which is affected by a disturbance.  

 

Delta modulator 

Delta modulation principle 

As shown by the next figure (fig.2), the delta modulation  takes into account the difference 

 (t) between an analog reference signal and a feedback one in order to feed a digital pattern. 

The sampling is function of a clock whose period equals Te . thus, the digital output feeds a 

single bit. There by, this is a one bit analog to digital converter function of booth analog 

signals. In the feedback loop an integrator smoothes the digital output. In the investigated 

system, the transfer function of the load acts as an integrator. Therefore, the delta modulator 

feeds the digital pattern to the power inverter.  

 

Fig.2: Delta modulation principle. 

 

Investigated system identification 

First of all, we choose a constant current reference. Then, the iref(t) becomes Iref .  moreover, 

the output pulse width modulation signal ( whose values equal ±E ) is applied to the inductive 

load (R,L). 
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As known, the next formula gives the inductive load current : 

 ±E – R.i(t) = L 
     

  
                                                                                (1) 

By assuming that the output current accurately tracks the reference current (which us 

constant) and the output ripple current is negligible, we deduce the following formula : 

i(t) = ∫
   –        

 
 dt                                                                                 (2) 

Thus, we deduce the output current Laplace transform : 

 I(p) = 
   –        

  
                                                                                      (3) 

Consequently, the following synoptic (Fig.3) illustrates the previous formula : 

 

Fig.3: Theoretical synoptic. 

By splitting-up the integrator and by moving the inductance coefficient we get the ending 

synoptic (Fig.4): 

 

Fig.4: Modified theoretical synoptic. 

By viewing this ending synoptic, we illustrate that the system involves a delta modulator with 

an added disturbance. In the first hand, by assuming the load resistor negligible, then the 

absolute values of the ripple current slopes values equal. In the other hand, by taking into 

account the resistor value, the slopes do not equal. Thereafter, the switching events do not 
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always occur after each sampling event. Thus, the output current spectrum spreads. Such a 

delta or delta-sigma modulator behavior has been pointed out [6, 7]. 

 

Load current spectrum investigations  

Varying spectrum in function of a DC reference  

Before making analytical investigations, we illustrate that the pulse width frequency of the 

converter output current (going through the load) changes in function of the DC reference 

value noted Iref . So, we start by simulating the theoretical system using Matlab-Simulink with 

the following parameter value: 

Fe = 45 kHz Delta modulation sample frequency 

E = 180 V DC voltage applied on the power converter 

L = 27.3 mH Load inductance (at low frequencies) 

R = 4.23  Load resistance 

RT = 1.35 V/A Sensor current trans-resistance 

Iref1 = 2.2396A Reference DC amplitude 

Thus, we get the next figure (Fig.5). As shown by viewing the saw teeth of the current ripple, 

the output current slope sign changes or not after each clock event. If the output current dose 

not reaches the targeted value, the converter output voltage dose not change. Then the output 

current slope sign dose not change too, and we have to wait for the next clock event. If the 

output current reaches the targeted value before the next clock event, the current slope sign 

changes when the next clock event appears.Regarding the previous results, we can deduce that 

ripple current frequency changes. Thereby, the reference current modulates the ripple period T. 

 

Fig.5: Simulation using the reference current Iref . 
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 As shown by this figure (Fig.5) we assume the output current ripple to be periodic. The 

period T is equal to the duration between the time events t0 and tN . then Jn depicts the current 

value at the tn event, and in+I(t) depicts the current between the tn and tn+1 events. In short, dn+1 

defines the duration between the tn+1 and tn events. Moreover, in the followings, mn+1. Te 

equals the duration dn+1. 

Now, we assume that the following parameter k is equal to the number of the current ripple's 

saw teeth per period T. This parameter can be link-up with the reference current value Iref . 

in+1(t)= a ( t - tn ) + In with a = 
         

 
           (positive slope)               (4) 

in+2(t)= b ( t - tn+1 ) + In+1 with b = 
         

 
      (negative slope)  

Then, considering the current ripple peak value, we get: 

In+1 = a . dn+1  + In = a . mn+1 .Te + In                                                (5)   

In+2 = b . dn+2  + In+1 = b . mn+2 .Te + In+1 

Considering a single saw tooth and using the formulas (4) and (5), we deduce the next 

equation, which indicates if the load current taken as a whole increases or decreases : 

     –   

  
 = 

        –       –                      

 
                                           (6) 

So, considering a positive current reference and the load resistance, we can deduce that the 

load current decreases (during a whole saw tooth). Thus, in order to make the load current 

tending to the reference one, the modulator will take into account this variation at the next 

future sampling events.  

Indeed, assuming mn+1 and mn+2 equal to unity (dn+1 equal Te and dn+2 equal Te), the formula 

(6) becomes : 

     –   

  
 = 

        –       –                      

 
 = 

      

 
 < 0                         (7) 

During a whole saw tooth, in order to get a positive current variation, the coefficients mn+1 and 

m2+2 must not be equal. By keeping mn+2 equal to unity (on negative slope), we can look for 

the positive slop condition : 

E ( mn+1 – 1 ) – R.Iref ( mn+1 +1 ) > 0, then : mn+1 > 
         

        
> 1               (8) 
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Consequently, during a whole saw tooth and in order to get a positive variation of the load 

current, the only need is that the mn+1 parameter equals two, then dn+1 equals 2Te. Such a 

theoretical result can e viewed on the previous figure (Fig.5). 

So, we can conclude that the current ripper, whose period equals T, decreases during the first 

(k-1) saw teeth and the current variation (pre saw tooth) is given by the formula (7). Then, 

during the ending saw tooth (per period), the current variation is positive, then given by the 

next simplified formula : 

     –   

  
 = 

                –                      

 
 = 

         

 
 > 0                (9) 

Assuming the current ripple to be periodic (as already done), the total variation  i(t) equals 0. 

In another way, at the time events t0 and tN, the instantaneous load current equals the initial I0 

value. 

     

  
 = 

   –   

  
 = ( k – 1 ) 

        

 
 + 

  –     

 
 = 0                                         (10) 

Thus, we get three equations which link the number k of saw teeth, the period T and the 

current reference Iref : 

k = 
 

 
 (

  

      
   ) or      = 

 

       
 or      = 

  

 
 
 

 
                                 (11) 

As the current ripple period equals (2k+1). Te, this investigation demonstrates that the period 

T changes. This is the reason why the load current spectrum spreads. Using the following 

parameters, E=180 V, R=4.23 , Iref1=2.2396A, we get the k value k1=9. This result can be 

check with the figure (Fig.5). using another current reference value Iref2=3.2733A, then get 

another k value (k2=6) and so on. 

 

Spectrum investigations for computation when using an Ac reference signal 

Now, in order to look for an analytical mean for computing the current spectrum, first we 

have to look at the next figure, showing the load current computed using the next parameter : 

Fe = 45 kHz Delta modulation sample frequency 

fs = 200 Hz Input sine wave frequency 

E = 180 V DC voltage applied on the power converter 

L = 27.3 Mh Load inductance (at low frequencies) 

R = 4.23  Load resistance 

RT = 1.35 V/A Sensor current trans-resistance 

I = 1A Input sine wave amplitude 
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Fig.6: Converter (controlled by delta modulation) output current. 

Considering a sine ware reference, once again the load current is made of elementary currents 

in(t) defined between the time events tn-1 and tn as it when using a Dc reference. By summing 

all these elementary currents, we get the i(t) current, which is defined between 0 and tN, where 

tN is closed to the sine wave reference one. 

Now, knowing the practical parameters, it is possible to compute all the in(t) time functions 

and theirs Laplace transformed function In(p). By summing the whole elementary Laplace 

functions, we get the I(p) Laplace one corresponding to the i(t) time function. 

Moreover, we compare the Laplace and the Fourier transforms assuming the output current 

equals 0 before 0s and after tN. According to the time definitions, we demonstrate that the I(p) 

Laplace function equals the I(f) Fourier function. Thus we get the Fourier transform of the i(t) 

current. 

Then, assuming that tN equal Ts (as already assumed), we can get the Fourier transform of the 

iL(t) signal defied from –∞ to +∞ (whose period equal Ts). Indeed, by repeating the i(t) time 

function, we get the iL(t) one. So, the Fourier coefficients can be defined and the current 

spectrum can be illustrated. 

Thereafter, by using the previous guidelines, we give the followings formulas, which permit 

to computer the load current spectrum. 

Laplace transform of the current i(t) 

The inverter output voltage equals ±E. So, we deduce the elementary un(t) signals defined 

between the time events tn-1 and tn. Where an equals ±1 and  (t) is the Heaviside function : 

un(t) = an . E. [  (t – tn-1) –   (t – tn )]                                                   (12) 

=        . E. [  (t – tn-1) –   (t – tn )]    where n > 0   
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Thereafter, we deduce the in(t) formulas defined between the time events tn-1 and tn, where In-1 

are the initial current values : 

in(t) = *
    

 
– (

    

 
     )    (

  –     

  
)+ . ( (t –      ) –  (t –    ))  (13) 

= 
    

 
 * – (  

      

    
 )    (

  –     

  
)+ . ( (t –      ) –  (t –    ))   

Considering the whole elementary in(t) signals involved during the sinwave period Ts, we 

deduce the i(t) signal ending at tN. Assuming the parameter dn is equal to the difference 

between tn and tn-1, then we can write the following expressions : 

i(t) = ∑   
       ( t –      ) . ( (t – tn-1) –  ( t – tn-1 – dn ))]                  (14) 

= ∑   
       ( t ) . ( (t) –  ( t – dn ))] *  ( t – tn-1 ) ]                   

Where  (t-tn-1) is another way to define the delay, and   (t) is the dirac pulse. 

So, we deduce the I(p) Laplace transform of the previous i(t) time function : 

I(p) = L[i(t)] = ∑   
         (t) . ( (t) –  ( t – dn ))] . L( ( t – tn-1 )) ] (15)                   

I(p) = ∑   
   (∫      

  

 
.(  (t) -   (t - dn)).exp(-p1) dt ).( exp (- p1n-1))] 

Expending the previous formula, we give a second equation taking into account that the 

elementary currents in(t) are defined between the time events tn-1 and tn : 

I(p) = ∑   
   ( ∫      

  

 
 .exp (-p1) dt ).(exp (-p1n-1))]                           (16) 

I(p) = ∫     
  

 
 . exp( -p1) dt                                                                  (17) 

Fourier transform of the current i(t)  

The Fourier transform I(f) of the i(t) signal is given by : 

I(f)=F[i(t)]=∑   
   [in(t).(  (t) -  (t – dn ))]. F[ ( t – tn-1 )] 

I(f) =∑   
   (∫      

  

  
.(  (t) -  (t – dn )).exp(-2 jft)dt)( exp(-2 jft n-1))]  

I(f) =∑   
   (∫      

  

 
.exp ( -2 jft ) dt ) ( exp ( -2 jft n-1 ))]                 (18) 

I(f) = ∫     
  

 
.exp ( -2 jft ) dt )                                                            (19) 

Assuming that p equals 2 jft, then I(p) equals I(f). This permits to link the Laplace and the 

Fourier transforms . 

Fourier transform of the current iL(t) 

As already assumed, the signal i(t) is defined between the time events 0 and TN, where TN 

nearly equals Ts. Here we assume that L(t) is equal to the repeated signal i(t) whose period 

equals Ts. Then, we get its equation : 

i(t) = i (t + Ts) = iL(t)        
 [i(t)]                                                    (20) 
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Therefore, due to the periodic function iL(t), the Ik coefficients of Fourier's series can be 

evaluate by means of the Fourier transform, then by the Laplace transform using the links as 

previously given : 

Ik = 
 

  
 ∫      

  

 
.exp ( -2 jft ) dt    with f = 

 

  
                                        (21) 

= 
 

  
 ∫      

  

 
.exp ( -2 j

 

  
t ) dt     with tN   Ts                                         

Due to the equations (17) and (19), we deduce : 

Ik = 
 

  
. I(p) with p = 2 jf and f = 

 

  
                                                       (22) 

Ik = 
 

  
. I( f ) with  f = 

 

  
 

Fourier series coefficients of the current iL(t)  

Furthermore, considering these periodic iL(t) function, the Fourier series verify the next 

formulas [8] : 

iL(t)=∑    
    k exp(2 j

 

  
t)=I0 +∑    

    I exp(2 j
 

  
t)+     exp (2 j

 

  
t)] (23) 

 iL(t)=    ∑   
  
    cos( 2 

 

  
t +  k ) with C0 = I0 and Ck = 2 |  | 

Thus, we find the ending formula necessary for spectrum computation : 

 Ck = 2 |
 

  
    

 

  
  |= 2 |     

 

  
  |= 2fs√  (   (

 

  
))     (   (

 

  
))   (24) 

Computed spectrum  

In order to get some load current spectrum plots, we use the Maple V software. So, the 

compilation involves the given computation process which links the Fourier series, the 

Fourier transform and the Laplace transform. The following figure (Fig.7) illustrates two of 

the plots : 

 

Fig.7: Computed load current spectrums (using Maple V ). 
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Considering two bandwidths (50kHz and 100kHz), we can see the main prominent line whose 

frequency equals 200 Hz. Then, in a bandwidth going from 0Hz to 30kHz, the intermediation 

line amplitudes are bound around -30dB, showing the low THD in case of power electronic 

applications. Furthermore, we can clearly see the notches. They are located around 45kHz and 

90kHz (the multiples of the delta modulation sampling frequency Fe). This confirms the 

presence of notches as previously pointed out. These plots also check the way to compute the 

spectrum. 

 

Simulated results according to the simplified delta modulator board 

The simulations takes into account a simplified board which always keeps additional filters, 

involved in the whole board, used for noise reduction. Then, for simulation (using Matlab-

simulink), the parameter value are given by : 

Fe = 45 kHz Delta modulation sample frequency 

fs = 200 Hz Input sine wave frequency 

E = 180 V DC voltage applied on the power converter 

L = 27.3 Mh Load inductance (at low frequencies) 

R = 4.23  Load resistance 

RT = 1.35 V/A Sensor current trans-resistance 

I = 1A Input sine wave amplitude 

By looking at the next figure (Fig.8) we can see the output current going through the load. It 

well tracks the sineware reference whose frequency equals 200Hz. It can be noticed that the 

output current ripples change. Thus, this phenomenon characterizes the delta pulse width 

modulation technique as described in the previous theoretical analysis. 

As shown with one of the figures (Fig.7),the previous figure (Fig.9) illustrates the spectrum 

density of the output current. We can see the main prominent line whose frequency equals 

200Hz and its relative amplitude, which equals 0 dB. Then, using the same bandwidth going 

from 0Hz to 30kHz, the intermediation line amplitudes are bound around -30dB. As already 

described, notches are located around 4.5kHz and 90kHz accordingly to the theoretical 

investigations and spectrum computations (Fig.7). Simulated spectrums look very similar to 

the computed once. Thus, this result checks and validates the investigated spectrum analysis 

when the reference is a sinus wave. 
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Fig.8: Input iref(t) and output i(t) currents simulations (using Matlab-Simulink). 

 

Fig.9: Simulated load current spectrums (using Matlab-Simulin) 

 

Experiments and simulations comparisons  

Simplified delta modulator board and whole system  

The next figure (Fig.10) illustrates the whole system for research and student investigations : 

 

Fig.10: Modular system for research and student investigations.  

The delta modulator board implements a filter whose transfer function is F(p). This filter, 

located after the error detector, is used for reducing the bandwidth and the static error as it is 

when using anther pulse modulation technique [9][10][11]. So, it is an added filter in 

comparison with the basic delta modulation synoptic. The filtered error is sampled and held 

using a tuning clock whose period is Te. By means of a one-bit analogue to digital converter 

(in fact a comparator), we finally get the pulse width modulated signal and its opposite. 
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Which are applied to the power switches through optical link. Thus, there is a great electrical 

isolation between the modulation and the inverter in order to increase the quality of the 

measurements. This previous isolation is not shown on the system synoptic. 

In fact, the whole power converter is built involving few boards (Fig.10) in order to get a 

flexible system, which is used for research and student investigations on pulse width 

modulation techniques and power switches developments. So, the PWM modulator, the 

isolation board, the power switches and the current sensor board are separately built. 

Sine wave reference tracking 

For simulation (using Matlab-Simulink) and for experiments, the parameter values are given 

by : 

Fe = 45 kHz Delta modulation sample frequency 

fs = 200 Hz Input sine wave frequency 

E = 180 V DC voltage applied on the power converter 

L = 27.3 mH Load inductance (at low frequencies) 

L = 10.2 mH Load resistance ( at 45 kHz) 

R = 4.23  Load resistance 

RT = 1.35 V/A Sensor current trans-resistance 

I = 1A Input sine wave amplitude 

In order to compare the experimental spectrum shapes with the theoretical ones (Fig.7), we 

choose a current reference whose peak equals one Amp, even if it is possible to apply 3 Amps 

peak to the load. First of all, we compare the simulated load current (using a complex board ) 

with the current that we get by measurements (Fig.11). It can be viewed that the ripple 

variations are very similar. For information, by increasing the current reference amplitude ( or 

decreasing the E value ), the ripple decreases. 

 

Fig.11: Simulated and experimental reference and load currents. 
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Now, the following figure (Fig.12) shows the simulated and experimental current spectrums. 

Both spectrums also are very similar. We can see the first notch (around 45kHz) by 

simulating. This in not viewed on the experimental plot due to the bench measurement 

specifications, Considering a bandwidth going from 0 to 10khz, the inter modulation line 

amplitudes are bound to -20dB in both cases. For information, targeting a 3 Amps peak 

current, this value decreases to -30dB. 

 

Fig.12: Simulated and experimental load current spectrums. 

 

Conclusion 

Here, we investigate the delta modulation. A board implements this modulation technique in 

order to control the power converter output current. As the load is inductive, we demonstrate 

that the investigated structure matches with a delta modulation with an added disturbance. By 

means of theoretical investigations involving the Laplace and Fourier transforms, we 

demonstrate that it is possible to get the current spectrum which is spread and presents 

notches around the multiples of the sampling period. Furthermore, the whole system is 

designed for modularity. So, students can do experiments with theirs own modular boards for 

investigating modulation techniques or power devices. 
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